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Our Oct. 19 program

and I represent Oregon Fly Fishers
International.”
Winchester Dam is on the North Umpqua
where I-5 crosses the river at the town of
Winchester. In his fact sheet on the dam,
McCarthy says the private dam is an
“obsolete and deteriorating structure that
WaterWatch’s Jim
provides no flood control,
hydropower or water
McCarthy talks about
supply function, but
southern Oregon dam
significantly harms
salmon and steelhead.”
removals, past and
The dam has an old and
present
problematic fish ladder
that is not constructed to
WaterWatch of Oregon's
current fish passage
Southern Oregon Program
criteria, according to the
Director Jim McCarthy will
National Marine Fisheries
provide an overview of just a few
Service and ODFW.
of the many recent removals of
Water flows constantly
obsolete
Jim McCarthy will join our
over the dam’s crest,
dams that have made our region
Oct. 19 Zoom meeting at 8
making it difficult for
a national leader in river
pm Monday. Meeting opens
migrating fish to find the
restoration and
at 7:15 pm. Look for an
ladder, says McCarthy.
fish protection work. McCarthy
invitation in your email.
WaterWatch has been
will also touch on ongoing
active in the removal of
efforts to remove
four
major
dam
in
the
Rogue Basin, opening
more barriers to salmon and steelhead in the
fish passage and spawning on many miles of
Klamath, Rogue, and Umpqua
rivers and streams. Dozens of smaller dams
basins.
in the basin are also targeted for removal.
Our club is “participating in the
McCarthy works from WaterWatch’s
collaboration to remove Winchester Dam,”
office in Ashland. Prior to joining
says Mike Brinkley. “Dave Thomas and I are
WaterWatch full time in 2012, he provided
on this collaborative. Dave represents MFF
communication, lobbying and organizing

Taking down
obsolete dams
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services to environmental
nonprofits as an independent
consultant since 2002.
He has specialized in the
Endangered Species Act, water
policy, hydropower relicensing,
and agricultural subsidy issues.
He has published numerous opeds, articles and reports, has
testified before Congress, and
served as an expert witness before
the Oregon and California public
utility commissions. He earned
his bachelor’s degree from
Princeton University.
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Winchester Dam has an obsolete design of its
fish ladders which confuse fish and limit fish
passage at certain flow levels.

From our president

While most fishing clubs in Oregon have gone
dark, we have learned to Zoom. It was awkward at
first, but we become more efficient every month, and
we are better off for the effort. After last month's
presentation, for example, our household is replacing
as much plastic as possible with glass, paper or metal.
Our club makes progress in
Those of us who attend the October meeting will
confronting the issues of 2020 learn about the history of dam removal in southern
Oregon from Jim McCarthy of Water Watch. As with
and beyond
our outings, meeting attendance has been light,
usually around 30 members. Last month we invited
By Greg Williams
the Cascade Family Flyfishers to attend our
It is a fine thing to see McKenzie Flyfishers
presentation, and a few of them did show up. This
holding strong through a gale of pandemic, fire and
month we will expand the invitation list to include
civil unrest. We're hanging
our new affiliates in the
in there! We've managed
local Project Healing
to fish a bit. A few outings
While most fishing clubs in Oregon Waters group, as well as
were canceled early in the
Jeff Ziller and others at
have gone dark, we have learned
year, but we've developed
ODFW.
to Zoom. It was awkward at first.
safety guidelines that
Our Zoom meetings do
allowed most outings to
present new opportunities.
take place. We even started a new travel outing this
Inviting visitors to our presentations might attract a
year to the John Day River. Attendance at the outings
few new members. Also, staging a Zoom presentation
has been sparse, but the important thing is that we
is less expensive than bringing in a speaker from
have managed to make them happen at all.
outside our area, as we will see in November. Our
speaker will be Skip Morris, a well-known author and

The road ahead
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fly-tyer. With travel expenses and local
the fundraiser in Carolyn's article in this edition of
accommodations, bringing in someone like Skip
the newsletter.
would be prohibitively expensive. However, the cost
The board believes a few months of assessment
to have Skip present the November Zoom meeting is and large-scale FEMA-like work will be necessary
just $300. This is not to suggest we should do Zoom
before we can develop and evaluate a priority list of
programs regularly once we are able to meet again
appropriate recovery projects. As a starting point,
in person, but Zoom does make it possible to host a
Dave Thomas has written for this issue an excellent
"big name" speaker from afar at a very reasonable
summary of what we know right now about the
cost.
impact of the fire. I expect that in the months ahead
The financial state of the club remains secure.
we will become involved in several projects,
We have raised only $2,500 this year, with about
depending on support from our members in terms of
half of that coming from dues, and the other half
both money and volunteer time.
from cash donations and Jim Rhoten's garage sale.
The board is reluctant to commit the club to
Our revenue for 2020 is about 19 percent of the
anything specific before we know more about the
projected amount. That figure isn't as grim as it
club’s willingness to participate. Volunteers are hard
might seem, since quite a bit of the dues money
to find, and we have no idea how much money the
comes in at the end of the year. Also, the budget
members are willing to donate to the cause. The club
projects $9,000 of
is in no financial danger
auction income, which
overall, but right now there
turns out now to be an
isn’t much available in the
The consensus of the board is
unreasonable figure.
Conservation Fund. The
that MFF should play a
Fortunately, we do not
response to the November
need auction money to
prominent role in recovery work fundraiser will give us a first
survive the year. Our
look at how deeply the club
for the McKenzie corridor.
expenses are also
is willing to dive into the
down significantly.
recovery work.
We've spent only 46
The need for volunteers for
percent of the annual budget. The actual shortfall in
river recovery brings to mind another consequence
revenue can be covered easily.
of the pandemic: We now face a growing
Although we are healthy with money for the
membership crisis. I've been an active member of
time being, we cannot continue to live on our
the club for three years, and I can think of very few
reserve accounts for long. The board suggests it is
others who have joined us in that time. Under the
important for the club to continue the tradition of
circumstances, it isn't surprising we've had no
holding a fundraiser of some sort in November. We
applications for membership this year. Nevertheless,
concluded several months ago that even if an init remains true that we rely upon our newer members
person auction was possible in November, it would
for their energy, enthusiasm and willingness to
be inappropriate for us to canvas the battered
volunteer.
business community for donations to a fishing club.
Our previous two presidents would agree that it
Nevertheless, the dire need for fire recovery work
has become very difficult to recruit members to fill
should give us extra motivation to raise as much as
committee and volunteer positions. The same dozen
we can from within. Carolyn Mason, our presidentpeople are called upon again and again to get the
elect, will lead the event. The fundraiser will include necessary work done to keep the club afloat, which
just two features, an online silent auction of fly
suggests that membership was becoming an issue
boxes and a request for cash donations for our
even before we were set upon by the corona virus.
"McKenzie River Recovery Fund". The money
Overall, I am pleased to report that as we move
raised from the two sources will actually just go into toward the end of this dreadful year, the McKenzie
the Conservation Fund. I refer to an unofficial
Flyfishers continue to be healthy, active and
"McKenzie River Recovery Fund" to emphasize the
productive. We do have issues to confront, but we
consensus view from the board that the MFF should
will stay strong and vital as long as our members
play a prominent role in the recovery work for the
remain committed to our club and to our community.
river corridor. You will find more information about
I am confident we will do exactly that.
McKenzie Flyfishers
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Annual auction
is in November
By Carolyn Mason, Auction Chair
It’s almost here! This year’s annual
auction will feature fully loaded boxes of
member-tied flies. We have a star-studded line
up of some of the club’s best tiers committed
to providing you a stunning array of local
favorites and there will also be an assortment
of commercial flies donated by local fly shops.
Thank you to all those who’ve already signed
up to tie, but the auction needs more of you to
participate. I’d like to extend an invitation to
ANY members who can tie a fly to donate a
dozen. Many of us are novice or intermediate
tiers and may not think our flies appealing; let
me assure you that’s not true. As a newbie
several years ago, I tied a box of ants and
beetles and donated them. To my surprise,
someone bought them, and I hope caught a
few fish (thanks). Don’t let your skill level
hold you back, the auction can be your
showcase and push you to step up your game!
This year’s auction will be hosted
ONLINE similar to eBay or the Caddis Fly
auction held recently. We expect to open the
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auction on Nov. 9 in conjunction with the
November newsletter where you’ll find
instructions for participating. It will run until
the general membership meeting, Nov. 16.
Along with our fly auction, the November
program will feature the renowned Skip
Morris, and his wife, Carol, will provide a
tying demonstration before the program (see
below) This is sure to be a fun and exciting
night with both the auction and excellent
program.
Finally, you should know where your
money is going. The Board is committed to
using the proceeds of the auction for the
establishment of a “McKenzie River
Recovery” fund to assist in both charitable
donations to nonprofit’s work and clubsupported projects on the McKenzie River
watershed. There will also be an opportunity
on the auction website to make a “cash”
donation.
Please make this year’s auction a
reflection of your commitment to the river we
all love. Your generous donations are taxdeductible, and even if you don’t really need
any flies, please support the auction and help
us make a difference on our home waters.
Can’t wait to see you all there!

Skip Morris will be our November speaker
Skip Morris is coming to town – well, sort of.
Skip will be our feature presenter for our November meeting: Please plan to attend this once in a lifetime
opportunity to see and listen to a superstar among our fly fishing community.
Many of us are familiar with who Skip Morris is and what he has accomplished in the fly-fishing world.
For those of you not familiar with Skip, he is a full-time fly-fishing author and speaker who has published
dozens of books on fly tying and fly fishing. Among them, his Fly-Tying Made Clear and Simple has become
the standard beginner's fly-tying guide. Skip lives with his photographer/illustrator wife, Carol, on
Washington's Olympic Peninsula.
The current plan for our November meeting is a 40-minute fly tying demonstration hosted by Carol
Morris, Skip’s wife. This will be followed by one of Skip’s premier topics and presentations: “Make Dry Fly
and Emerger Fishing Work.” Skip is an expert on this topic and it should be very informative for all of us.
Mark your calendars for Monday, Nov. 16, to see Skip in action and to participate in our annual
fundraiser / auction. — Al Eckerdt

McKenzie Flyfishers
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Fire on the
McKenzie
A summary of information regarding the
impact of the Holiday Farm wildfire on the

McKenzie River Basin*

By Dave Thomas
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Whether this last point is good or bad news
probably depends on how you feel about the
intrusion of hatchery origin fish on the wild
salmon spawning grounds.
To provide support for private landowners
who need assistance in restoration of riparian
areas, various local agencies (EWEB, MWC,
MRT and City of Eugene) are working to
standup a program to meet these needs as a part
of their Clear Water Partners program
(www.purewaterpartners.org). EWEB is
providing immediate funding and is developing
cost-sharing commitments with existing federal
programs to carry on this work.

At the request of the MFF Board of
Directors, I set out to find what information I
could find regarding efforts to support those
Programs for basin restoration:
effected by the fire and to the restore the basin
Lane County Land Management is
ecology post-fire. As of Oct. 12:
working with FEMA to coordinate residential
According to Kate Meyers, McKenzie River recovery. This is in the early stages and the
Ranger District fish biologist, the South Fork
focus is currently on checking for bodies and
Restoration Project is largely intact and salmon
removing asbestos from building sites. The
are spawning more or less as expected. Salmon
focus is to first make sure that toxic materials
are also in the Deer Creek restoration area in the don’t get into the water. They are finding
upper river. The ACOE
numerous burned buildings
program for spawning
where this material is
ground surveys are
Due to the extremely high heat present. When this
expected to be
assessment and first-pass
of the fires and the winds,
completed this year. Due
cleanup will end is unclear.
many stands of trees were
to the extremely high
The recovery plans will
heat of the fires and the
incinerated or simply blown
include defining necessary
winds, many stands of
changes to how the land is
into the river.
trees were incinerated or
used to protect against
simply blown into the
future wildfires.
river. The full extent of this and how restoration
EWEB is rebuilding their power
will be prioritized is a work in progress.
distribution to the basin. They didn’t report any
Regarding hatchery programs, ODFW
serious problems with power production but said
reports that there was no structural damage to
that they expected that rebuilding the
either of its facilities. It appears EWEB is now
distribution infrastructure and hardening it
focused on restoration of utilities to the basin
against future fires is expected to take from three
and an aggressive program to guard against
to four years!
toxic material entering the river, and monitoring
McKenzie River Trust (MRT) apparently
water quality downstream of the fire. Given this, had some land that was hit by the fire and is
any work on restoring (or decisions to abandon)
putting together a replanting program to
the Leaburg Canal will be put in abeyance. So,
ameliorate the damage. I believe that this is the
the functioning of the McKenzie Hatchery
kind of program that MFF members will support
remains questionable. Finally, ODFW
and could participate in.
announced that they had removed the fishBLM and USFS folks are just starting to
sorting trap at Leaburg Dam as soon as they had assess fire damage. They mentioned that the heat
enough fish for the hatchery broodstock.
of this fire left a lot of well-charred trees that
McKenzie Flyfishers
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would be subject to falls, and that the hazards of
land slippage this winter and spring were going
to be an issue. To highlight this concern, they are
establishing shelters for people who might be
caught between areas of road blockage occurring
on and off for at least the next nine months. The
cleanup and restoration will be intense and
disruptive for at least the next 12 months. The
federal agencies expect their restoration projects
will last at least five years.
What can individuals or organizations
like MFF do to help?
As mentioned above, our friends at the
McKenzie River Trust are putting together a
program. The club’s board is currently reaching
out to them to offer our assistance and determine
where we might best contribute.
In terms of providing help for the displaced,
FOOD for Lane County
(www.foodforlanecounty.org.) has a program to
see that people in need are fed. They could use
donations and/or volunteers. For financial
contributions, state Rep. Marty Wilde’s office

2020 board and
committees

President: Greg Williams
President elect: Carolyn Mason
Secretary: Bob Howell
Treasurer: Mark Campbell
At-large board: Dick Barnhart, Tom Fauria,
Peggy Roga, Dave Thomas, Phil Johnson Auction:
(chair open) Peggy Roga, Jim Rhoten, Dick
Barnhart
Website: Liz Yocom
Membership: Dick Barnhart (head), Steve

Our club’s
Life Members
• Jim Boyd
• Bob Bumstead
• Jim Dougher
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recommends the Lane County United Way has a
program that will assure that any donations get to
places where they will do the most good
(www.unitedwaylanecounty.org/wildfire).
Finally, I should mention that I started this
project expecting to find little was being done
and little planning. Once I got into it, I was
encouraged to find all of the useful programs
standing up and the degree to which the various
partner agencies and interest groups were
coming together.
*Information based on communications with
Jared Weybright of the McKenzie Watershed
Council (MWC) on Oct. 6, call to Rep. Marty
Wilde’s office on Oct. 8, and participating in the
McKenzie Watershed Council’s Zoom meeting on
Oct. 7. The reasons for the dates is because the
status of damage assessments, programs for
helping those affected by the fire and interagency programs for either the addressing
ecological damage or community needs are a
work in progress and subject to change.

Hackett (host), Peggy Roga (host)
Newsletter: Ted Taylor
Outings: Clint Brumitt
Library: Carolyn Mason
Holiday party: Tom Fauria
Annual picnic: Jeff DeVore
Conservation: Arlen Thomason
Education: Tim Knerr, Clint Brumitt
FFI rep.: Terry Willis
Programs: Al Eckerdt (head), Mark Campbell,
Scott Halpert, Bill Laing, Mike Starr, Mike
Brinkley

Skip Hosfield
Bill Laing
Hal Legard
Glen Love
Frank Moore
Peter Patricelli

• Bob Rasmussen
• Mike Starr
• Dave Thomas
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‘Daunting’
Gold Lake

rainbows were caught and released, and all
were reported in the 13- to 17-inch range.
The top two in competition for the prized
award, Gold Lake Angler of the Year, were
Tom and Stevie. Tom's top three fish totaled
33.5 inches and Stevie's totaled 34.75
inches. This makes Stevie Brehm a winner
Annual Gold outing: a new
of the award multiple times — three or four
at least. We will have to have Mr. Brehm
experience, sort of …
inform us of the totals.
The best summary was a visual seen as
By Clint Brumitt
Stevie left the lake. His boat appeared to
Short story: Fish were caught and winner
give off a mist or spray of water and that
determined. Great time was had by all on a
would not be uncommon for we did have
wet Oct. 10. Longer story: Jeff Ziller really
some rain at the lake on
stepped forward
Saturday. However, after
and helped our
reviewing the events in our
club with the
mind, it is this reporter's
outing. In addition
conclusion that it was
to working with all
smoke coming from the rig
agencies in the
as Stevie was just hot all
management of the
day long.
fishery, Jeff loaned
“We're all winners at the
us, for the day, the
McKenzie Flyfishers!” says
fish measuring
Stevie. “Thanks to Clint for
devices we used so
taking good care of us. My
we could stay
congratulations and
socially distanced.
Stevie had a tasty feast after the outing
admiration to the other
In return, he asked
contestants who were crazy
for a break out of
enough to brave the conditions. I love the
the sizes of the fish caught. We have a small
Gold Lake outing, and even though the
sampling for him. If any of you are headed
weather was daunting, it was a fun
to Gold before the end of the season, keep
adventure. I fished near Tom most of the
track of sizes of fish you catch and let
day, and I know what a good angler he is —
me know. These would need to be accurately
thank gawd I didn't have to poke a hole in
measured, not looking and saying that is a
his float tube to slow him down. One
10-inch fish. I will put them into same
brookie over 13 inches was the difference.”
format for Jeff to use.
“I tried several locations around the
Five anglers braved the predicted bad
lake,”
says Stevie, “and found most of the
weather at Gold Lake on Saturday, Oct. 10.
north end had tall thick weeds. The best
Steve Hackett and Greg Williams fished out
location, as always, was right in front of the
of Steve's boat. Tom Fauria was the lone
campground. I fished a variety of lines and
float tuber, and a successful one at that.
retrieves, but for me a full sink line and fast
Stevie Brehm and Jim Rhoten completed the
retrieve were the ticket. I tied up a
drift boat anglers. Everyone reported in with
‘CSpecial’ fly with a few secret
fish caught in the boat. A number of
modifications.”
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Owyhee River
or BUST 2020
By Carolyn Mason
Terry Willis did it again! A merry band of
seven fly-fishers set out for the Owyhee River in
late September, a nine-hour drive to the Oregon/
Idaho border. Terry, Al Eckerdt, Carolyn Mason,
Dick Barnhart, Greg Melton, Bob Howell and
Phil McNett all converged on
the cabins at the dam offices
late on a Tuesday evening and
set up tents, a trailer and loaded
the cabins with all the food
Terry brought. Jeremy Sanders,
our member from Idaho, met us
there.
On Wednesday and
Thursday, several members
teamed up with Andrew and
Derek from Dream’s On the
Fly guide service
while the rest of
the group
ventured off to
their favorite
water. The guides
got us onto fish,
showed us some
good holes and
schooled us on
Owyhee technique;
tiny flies and tiny weight. The split case PMD/
BWO nymph was the fly of the week. Jeremy
was gracious and helped us all as we fine-tuned
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our technique over the week. Each day after, we
traded fishing partners, or all went together and
took over a big run.
Dinners were amazing; Terry prepared
almost every dinner and they were delicious! We
enjoyed salmon burgers with beer tasting, Italian
night with wine tasting, steak night with
bourbon/whiskey tasting, Owyhee rainbow trout
night and leftovers night a couple of times.
There was a great campfire (propane based)
where we all gathered and shared the day’s
stories, too. Let’s not forget
joke night; I need a do-over! I
think “Boudreaux” (Greg) got
the most laughs.
I would say the fishing was
excellent. Everyone was
catching fish, big fish, every
day. Some of us more than
others … Phil. Phil counted
60 fish caught in one day;
those of us with him all
caught between 15-20 each so
I called it the “100-fish day.”
We enjoyed visits
by snakes in the
water, praying
mantis, cows and
bulls (“You seen
any bulls around
here?”). On the
banks, deer,
coyotes howling
and plenty of
other wildlife. This trip was a great success and
one not to be missed.

INVITATION TO JOIN
You do not have to be an expert fly fisher to join the McKenzie Flyfishers. Our monthly meetings
are an excellent opportunity to meet other area anglers, to have the best of regional experts on
subjects dear to the hearts of fly fishers — and our outings and classes are wonderful ways to hone
skills and lead local waters first-hand. Interested? Just curious? Contact Dick Barnhart, (541)
501-1774.
McKenzie Flyfishers
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